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i'm glad to see a feature in nuendo 5 that i feel would make it a better audio tool - the new tape strip
display. this view allows you to switch from one monitor to another while continuously hearing the
same audio file. this is a really great feature, and i was pleasantly surprised to see the feature in
nuendo 5, since it's been missing from the company's competing software. steinberg continue to

make good progress with nuendo 5. the mixer does all the things that a knowledgeable audio
engineer needs it to do, and the wave meter view is a really useful way to monitor a track's signal.
it's good to see that steinberg are also paying attention to even the smallest problems with nuendo

5. the missing tape strip display and an overly complicated, confusing menu system are the two
areas where nuendo 5 lacks quality. but the software is still in beta at the moment and i think that

with some polishing nuendo 5 could become a very useful part of a postpro workflow. steinberg
nuendo 5 comes in a standard box, which is modestly sized but fairly robust. there are a few very
useful manuals, an online help document and a cd with demo files. there is no dvd, but there is a

small, brightly coloured box that contains the cd. the main screen of nuendo 5 is relatively simple.
the toolbar has all the familiar controls, with a few new tools and a new timeline view in the left

column. the timeline view is very similar to that in nuendo 4, and it's a welcome addition. i do wish
that steinberg would switch to a more traditional timeline, however. the timeline is still difficult to

navigate, especially when trying to preview a clip.
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nuendo's new clippackages feature,
in combination with its new media

bay, allows you toquickly and easily
create and store clips for use with
your new adr work. just drag the
audio from the desired section of

the film or tv show into a clip
package and you can then drag the

clips out to a different project to
work on them. if you want to move
a clip package between projects,

you can simply drag it into a project
where it will be taken from the pool,

and then drag it out to a different
project where it will be placed in
the media bay. or, if you want to
drag a clip package to another
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system, you can drag it into the
media bay of a project on that
system. so that means you can
create a clip package with audio
from all the adr that needs to be
done for a particular project, and
then move it to a different project

on a different system without
breaking or degrading the audio
quality, and without having to re-
record it all. all you have to do is
drag the clip package out of the

media bay into the desired project.
in terms of the new crossfader 2,

which will likely be the most
exciting new feature in nuendo 5,
the ability to create a newfader

track is a very useful way to mix or
monitor audio that is not already
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part of themix. having a new track
for each socalled crossfader allows
you to have a visual monitor for the
audio on each fader, and you can

assign attributes such as character,
actor, etc. to eachfader to allow you
to find them quickly. the ability to

drag&drop clips from the clip
manager onto a fader to create new
clips also allows you to create new
mixing options for your audio that

are not already supported by
nuendo. 5ec8ef588b
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